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FINANCE OF THE ARMY. 
By SIR .CHARLES HARRIS, G.B.E., K.C.B. 

On Wednesday, 2nd March, 1921. 
THE RIGHT HON. VISCOUNT PEEL, G.B.E., Under-Secretary of State 

for War, in the Chair. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Gentlemen, we are assemb1,ed here to-day to hear a Lecture on 
" Finance of the Army ') by Sir Charles Harris. Sir Charles, as we all know, is 
one of the most distinguished public officials of the day, and it is a great satisfaction 
when you are listening to a lecture on a particular subjcct to know that there is  not 
and could not be any greater cxpcrt on the subject to which you are listening. On 
subjects of Army finance Sir Charles Harris is rcally the final court of appeal, and 
therefore there is about his views an  element not of certainty merely but of absolute 
infallibility. This should, therefore, givc great confidence to those who issue from 
this building knowing the real truth on subjects of Army finance. Sir Charlcs 
Harris has made many contributions to the subject. I understand that one of his 
particular achievements was to introduce a system of ordnance factory accounts, 
which gave and is giving a great deal of satisfaction, and he is also the real father, 
through the mouth of the Committee on National Expenditure, of the great new 
system of costing accounts for the Army which is going to revolutionize the whole 
of the Army finance. He will no doubt dcal with that in the course of his observa- 
tions. Sir Charles Harris, as we all know, is n very old member of the War Office. 
To say that he knows far more about the history and working of the finance of the 
War Office than the whole of the rest of the Army Council put together would not 
necessarily be extremely high praisc, as Sir Charles IIarris has B great knowledge 
and memory of past Secretaries of State and of military members by the score; in 
fact, Sir Charles lived and flourished long before there was any Army Council at  
all. His memory, his cxpcriencz, and his .knowledge of the War Officc go back 
into remote periods of the last century, long before the Esher Committek reported 
or any of these new ideas wcre put into operation. Thcrcfore, not only is he a 
present espcrt on our Army finance but he is so deeply imbued with the history of 
Army finance in his own person that any statement he makes about the system of 
finance prevailing either in Tudor times or, we will say, after the RestoraJion or 
after the glorious Revolution, may be takcn a s  almost the expressions of personal 
experience and not mcrely of historical research. With that introduction, gentle- 
men, I have much pleasure in introducing our distinguished lecturer, Sir Charles 
Harris. 

LECTURE. 
IF an audience has gathered here today-for the first time, as I 
imagine-to listen to the dull drone of finance, the reason is (no doubt) 
the prominence into which the Great War has brought the subject. 

C VOL. LXVI. 
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218 FINANCE OF THE ARMY 

The Crimea, we may say, taught us that the rearward services of the 
Army, though less heroic, . y r e  not less, important than Balaclava 
charges. South' Africa'enforced the &me lesson as regards transport 
and medical services.; The.Great, War  has,shown, and .is still showing, 
that behind the rearward.'&rvices lies another still less heroic zone, the 
Home Front, where in the last resort the struggle of financial endurance 
is fought out in a lon drawn battle'that does not end with the 

lesson .of. the ,.War has been to : re-establish .tho* truths of political 
cconbmy which, before ,1914, m e n  ,were boasting that they had relegated 
to Saturn; and in particular to demonstrate the true nature of money: 
that it is not in itself a force or power capable of being indefinitely 
multiplied, but is rather a directive of the real power, wdiich is human 
effort or, as we called it in the War, man-power. For a time came 
when; though money in the shape of .Bradburys and Bankers' Clearings 
was more abundant than ever before, man-power was exhausted, so that 
we could not et,the most necessary ivork done escept by taking labour 

for labour in, the ordinary business way, by ~ e i g l i t  of money, was sheer 
folly. We' could not incrcase the supply of labour, but only .make it 
more and more costly, and indeed a point \vas easily reached at.,which 
more money. mcant less work, owing .to the increase of lost time and 
other manifestations of human .weakness. . Today this csscntial truth 
about money has again slipped into the background ; but it still remains 
a fact that Government espenditure means the diversion of man-power 
from that reproductive industry which alone can make good the colossal 
waste of the War. Fle'cts, armies, aircraft, education are all good in 
themselves so long as you can afford them, but as we stand today the 
total of all such expenditure is inevitably limited, .and.the only road to 
efficiency lies in such a .control as will get the best possible value .for 
every, pound spent. This brings me to. a .definition of 'my subject. 
Army finance is the system of control applied to. expenditure .on the 
Army. 

. In this definition I assume that the control is to be exercised in a 
rational.way, worthy to be called a system ; but at the moment, there is 
a cry for ".economy with the broad axe "-for limitation of expenditure 
without reference to thc value obtained for it. That is, indeed, better 
than .no.limitation at .all, .and is, in fact,..a reversion to early Parlia- 
inentaiy m'ethods, but 'it .is quite irrational, and not' to be dignified with 
the name economy. 

Asking myself what aspect of this wide subject would have the 
best chance of interesting this audience, I bethought me that my 
position would be rather like that of an airman invited to address an 
audience of people many of whom. lic,had himself been in the habit of 
bmbing:; ,  Such an audience,' i t  seemed to me, would be less interested 
in.the'theory of the stability of aircraft than in the propeqies of bombs 
&d the choice. of targets. Accordingly,. 1. propose t o  avoid, as far as 
possible, purely' financial ,technicalities;- 'and; to' speak rather of the 
points at which finance impinges .upon .Army administration. 

Armistice. And on the f -1ome Front,...as i t  seems,to me, the foremost 

away froni.ot f ier necessary work; and we all realized that to compete 
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FINANCE OF THE ARMY 219 

expenditure is 'exercised by, .three. separate 

them in that oider. To begin with Parliamentary control,: its essen- 
tially medizval methods can only be .understood by glancing at history. 
.When war was brewing and the personal income. of. a feudal k ing  .was 
insufficient, he came to Parliament. to authorize a tax, and! the money 
collected was paid over to.the Lord Treasurer,' one of the great officers of 
the King's Household, and merged in the rest; of .the royal: revenues, 
which,it was.the duty of the Lord Treasurer to husband.. That is the 
origin of the Treasury control of t d a y  and the reason why all.the 
money .voted by Parliament is still in form .granted to His .Majesty ; 
and though such money was long ago separated. from his I personal 
,property, even now it can only' be disbursed under. an. Order: signed' by 
the Sovereign placing it at the disposal of the Treasury:. Parliament 
in early days concerned itself with two things only :. to keep the taxes 
as low as possible, and to see that money voted' for. a war was honestly 
spent on prosecuting the war; and even before Tudor times.it frequently 
demanded special 'accounts of espenditure to satisfy itself on this latter 
p i n t .  Events in the reign of the hlerry Monarch' caused ,Parliament 
to fear that money voted for ships might k -e i the r  dissipated .or. spent 
on maintaining that hateful thing a standing army ,for. the oppression 
of the subject, and at the accession of .William of Orange the Act of 
Settlement laid down definitely that " the raising or keeping' a standing 
army within.the Kingdom, unless it be' with the consent of Parliament, 
is against law." A compact.was made that Parlianient should fix the 
strength of the Army and find 'the'money, while the King should have 
.its government and discipline, rewards and punishments. . That is the 
meaning. of the Annual Vote for the numbers o f  the.'Ariny : a formal 
.recognition. that an Army is an unconstitutional, evil,, only,, t o .  be 
.authorized for a year at a time; and that,is: also why $he so1e:authority 
for the rates of pay and allowances of officers and men. is a \?!arrant 
signed by .the. King. Moreover, that is. why an"account..called an 
Appropriation ;Account. is annually. presented to ,Parliament,. ,to show 
that the. money.voted for the Army has in, fact. bcen*duly apf7op&ted 
to the service of the Army and nothing else. 

The next stage was the use of the power of .the.purse.to secure 
political control. For instance, to prevent intimidation of the peaceful 
citizen at election times, and so on, Parliament thought it necessary to 
restrict'the movement of troops. The plan it adopted was to'place the 
money'.voted for the Army in the hands of a Member, of: Parliament 
called the Secretary at'\Var.and to lay. doynxhat no transport' could be 
requisitioned or troops billeted on the march Githout as route signed by 
.him. These rude forefathers of ours were in.deadly:earnest; and if, the 
u'nfoitunate Secretary at ' War had allowed any. movement; of trodps 
threatening the liberty. of the subject, he would have. found 'himself 
impeached with the risk of being shortened.by a head. . As late as.1837, 
the .Duke 'of. Wellington declared :.that : .".the Commander-in-Chief 
cannot':move :a. corporal's guard from. London .to Windsor 'ivithout 
going to the Civil Department for authority ;'he must gek' a' route." 

The control of Arm 
bodies : Parliament, the" r 'reasury, and the :War !Office ; and I will take 
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220 PINASCE OF THE ARMY 

Observe that, so far, we do not touch economy at all. Parliament 
left the efficienc of the Army and its administration to the King; it 

its power of refusing to vote supplies. If there was anything in the 
King's administration it did not like, it could bargain for amendment 
before it passed the Votes-redress of grievances before grant of 
Supply, as it is called. And the archaic forms of Parliamentar pro- 
cedure appropriate to this state of things are still in use to-day. &hen 
army Estimates are before the House of Commons in Committee of 
Supply, the last thing anybody attempts to do is to examine the figures 
in the Estimates as bearing on economy of administration or anything 
of that kind. The debates consist almost entirely of discussions of pure 
policy and the airing of grievances, which in these days almost always 
take the form of demands for more money for somebody or something, 
though owing to another hoary fiction a Member can only ask for more 
by proposing to vote less. There is current a very dangerous half- 
truth-that policy determines expenditure. Of course, that is true in a 
sense. If you could clear out of Mesopotamia and Palestine, bag and 
baggage, you would save a lot. But in the sense that, provided your 
policy is well-founded you can leave your expenditure to look after 
itself, it is completely untrue. Administration begins where policy 
leaves off, and administration may be economical or extravagant to any 
degree. Economy means the science of the ordering of the household, 
and in that domestic sphere policy may be said to lie in the regulation 
of the size of families ; but do not let anyone pretend on that account that 
economy is merely the Greek word for birth-control. 

The Appropriation Accounts presented to Parliament had been 
audited by Members of Parliament or other persons specially appointed 
from time to time, but in 1866 Gladstone passed an  Act which set up a 
permanent Comptroller and Auditor-General to audit continuously the 
accounts of all public departments, and a standing Parliamentary 
Commission of Public Accounts to consider his reports on the accounts. 
Under the same Act the Treasury appoints an officer in each Depart- 
ment called the Accounting Officer, who is personally responsible to 
Parliament that the accounts are duly and punctually rendered, and is 
called before the Public Accounts Committee to answer for them. In 
the War Office that very real responsibilit falls to my lot. The 

face of the account that no part of the expenditure in it was incurred 
without authority superior to that of the department-that is, Treasury 
or Parliamentary authority-where such authority is required by 
regulation. To give him real personal control of the regularity of 
expenditure he is invested with a power of veto; that is, he is charged, 
of his own authority, to refuse to make or allow any payment which he 
considers irregular, and only the Secretary of State, by personal order 
in writing, given or confirmed after considering the Accounting 
Officer's objection, can override the veto. If he does so, the Account- 
ing Officer must pay, and then himself report the matter to the Treasury 
and Auditor-General. That is a position of considerable strength, but 

wanted to keep t K e Army weak and cheap, and to control policy through 

Accounting Officer has to give a formal certi x cate to Parliament on the 
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FINANCE OF THE ARMY 221 

we are still in the realm of regularity as distinct from economy, and we 
all know how easy it is to be extravagant in strict accordance with 
regulation. The  regulations lay down that various classes of ex endi- 
ture must be approved by the Brigade Commander, the General 8fficer 
Commanding-in-Chief, the Army Council, the Treasury or Parliament. 
So long as the expenditure is honest and the person by.whom approval 
is given wears the right uniform or sits in the right chair, the Account- 
ing  Officer, as such, can be as gaily extravagant as anybody, and has 
no power to curb extravagance in others. 

The form in which Estimates and Accounts are to be laid before 
Parliament is prescribed by the Treasury. In the case of the Army, 
as I shall explain later on, the form has been radically changed in the 
last two years, but. for the present I am dealing with the traditional 
form, even when I use the present tense. The Estimates are divided 
into fifteen votes: Vote I, Pay of the Army and kindred charges; 2, 
Medical Officers, Nurses and Medicines; 3, Specia! . Reserve; 4, 
Territorials ; 5,  Educational Establishments ; 6, Quartering, Transport 
and Remounts; 7, Supplies and Clothing; 8, General Stores; 9, 
Munitions and Technical Engineer Stores; 10, Lands, Works and 
Buildings; 11, Miscellaneous charges; 12, W a r  .Office; 13, Pension 
charges for Officers; 14, Pension charges for Men; 15, Pension charges 
for Civilians. Each of these Votes is divided into sub-heads, it may 
be'twent or more : and many of the sub-heads are further divided into 
items. The  Estimate shows in parallel columns the amount required 
for payment within the year against each sub-head and item, and the 
corresponding amount in the Estimate of the year before. It gives no 
explanation whatever, but it is customary for the Secretary, of State to 
issue with it a Memorandum dealing with policy or  with important 
features of the programme of the year. 

The Appropriation Account shows in parallel columns the  amount 
voted under each subhead or item, and the amount actually paid out, 
with brief explanations of the differences between estimate and expendi- 
ture. The  main purpose of the account, as.described in the Standing 
Orders of the House, is to show how far the money granted in a 
particular vote was in fact appropriated or  spent under that vote. . The 
expenditure is therefore so classified in the accounts and estimates that 
a paymaster when he makes 3 payment can at once put it down against 
its proper vote, subhead and item. Take an important thing like coal. 
It may be used to warm a hospital, to cook the soldiers' ratiops, to 
drive a pumping engine in waterworks or machinery in an engineer o r  
ordnance workshop. The paymaster when he pays a bill cannot telI 
for what purpose the coal will be used, but he knows that coal is fuel, 
so down it goes under " Fuel and Light." Again, if you take electric 
current for barracks from a town main somewhere, the bill goesidown 
as light; but if you have your own generating station the coal goes 
down as coal, the machinery, mains, lamps, buildings and wages of 
civilians go down to other heads, and if soldiers are.employed their 
pay, rations,. clothing, barracks, and so on go down. in the accounts 
exactly as if thty were cavalry or gunners, so that the cost of lighting 
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22 FISAKCE OF THE.ARMY 

s so absolutely hidden all over the .Estimates and Accounts that all the 
(uditors. that have ever existed could not find it. 

'The Estimates-and Accounts; in fact; have no meaning in the 
jpheid o f  economy ; and the explanations in .the accounts consequently 
:end.to be equally meaningless: "The 'deficit is due to an under- 
istimate of requirements," or something like that. ' '' The bankrupt 
bttributed his bankruptcy to the fact that 'his expendjture had exceeded 
his' income." The uselessness of ,the whole plan is plainly' shown by 
the fact that if you can foresee just how extravagant you are going to 
be, ' the .expenditure. agrees with the estimate, and there is no need for 
any explanation at all. Parliament accepts the espenditure ,because it 
accepted .the Estimate. It accepted the Estimate because it had 
accepted a very similar.Estimate the year before. The world is sup- 
ported in .space-by an elephant, and .the elephant stands .on a tortoise, 
and what the tortoise stands on you must not ask. 

But.ParIiament does in some matters get into touch.with economy 
through , the :action of the Comptroller and Auditor-General. His 
officers sit in the War.  Office and read all the papers on which financial 
questions arc discussed and action taken,' and though, of course, he 
cannot invest the meaningless Parliamentary A'ccounts .with meaning, 
he can pick up from the papers points calling for criticism and bring 
them out in his'report to Parliament. His strict concern, as an auditor, 
i s -  with .regularity';. but by an extension of his functions,. which has 
come.-to be generally accepted; .he .is able occasionally '(though long 
after' the event)' to make disclosures, the fear of which has the same 
wholesome influence in the field of economy as  the fear of a modern 
post-mortem might have had upon .the Borgias. 

O'ne'other point in connection. with Parliamentary control is impor- 
tant. Originally there was one. Vote for the Army, set out for the 
information ,of Parliament under various heads. Appropriation con- 
sisted in'2seeing that money voted for the Army was 'not spent on the 
Navy; or rather vice versa, for the Navy was beloved 'of Parliament 
while the .Army was .hated. But in 18423 these heads were presented 
as separate';.Votes, to be separately passed by the House. As it hap- 
pens, there w-ere fifteen'of them, , in  'addition to the Vote for numbers, 
just as..in'xgxi: Vote * I ,  Charge of the Land Forces, covering Pay, 
Allowances, Clothing, Forage, Fuel and Light, Lodging, Hospitals, 
Horses, :Movement:'of Troops, Regimental Schools and Miscellaneous 
Expehses; 2, Staff Officers; 3, Public Departments (the Horse Guards 
'or Commandcr-in-Chief's Office, the \Var.Ofice:or Secretary at War's 
Office;, and the Chelsea Commissioners) ; 4] Royal Military .College; 
5 ,  Royal Jlilitary Asylum and Hibernian:School ; 6, Volunteers (which 
then,:meant ,Yeomanry); 7 to 15 'were various Non-Effective Votes 
covering 'the same ground as 13 to 15 in the Estimates of 1914. ' You 
will have ,observed that there is  no. mention of rations: the soldier in 
peace paid for his food: out. of -his shilling, .while in war the Com- 
missariat and- Transport ,Department of the Treasury tdok over .those 
duties: There. is no mention of arms or works, which were in the 
separate Ordnance Department, or of the Militia, which was under the 
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FINANCE OF THE.ARMY 223 
Home Office. These services only came under the War  Office at the 
time of,,the Crimea. .And.each regiment supplied itself with fuel: and 
light, forage, and so on, while the colonel farmed the'clothing for such 
profit as he could make out of it. 
' . The consequence of making these divisions of the Estimates into 
separate Votes of Parliament was that each became a .watertight com- 
partment; that -is, no saving on one Vote could,. in .the eyes of Parlia- 
ment; cover ,an 'excess on another. Thus the absurd position,.was 
liable to arise. that the War Office, with a hundred thousand pounds 
u,iispent. on its.Votes.as a whole, must come. to.Parliament for a,fresh 
grant of &ooo on some one Vote. . To escape this. absurdity'.thq 
House, .by .Act of Parliament, authorized the Treasury to give pro- 
visional authority to transfer money. from one. Vote to another, provided 
the. total: of the Army Estimates was not esceeded, subject to. formal 
condonation later by an Act ' of ' Parliament called the Appropriation 
Act, which annually. rccords the final appropriatioq of the money under 
the several Votes. .This was a new departure of great significance. 
The historic function of Parliament was to control the Lord High 
Treasurer, the King's Officer, in his handling of publicmoneys. ?It 
had .now. adopted him as its own General Manager, subject to. formal 
confirmation.of his acts. So far as watertight compartments may be 
thought. to mean -control, of expenditure, Parliament had in principle 
surrendered its. control, for tile Treasury. is as much the servant, of 
Ministers as the .War  Office itself; and today. the .doctrine is fully 
developed.that while Parliament retains the formalities of control, the 
realities,. so far as they.exist.at all, reside in the :Treasury only. This, 
I may say,. was the .subject, of debate in the House last Friday., 

Let us then pass'to Treasury control; and i f  any observations I 
may make under that head seem to savour of criticism, let me say at 
once that I.yield to nobody in'my conviction of the necessity of such 
control or in ' my admiration .of the extremely able way in which. the 
methods we have inherited from our official ancestors .are .  applied. 
Treasury,control is purely arbitrary, i.e.; it is just what the Treasury. 
chooses to make it, and springs'from the inherent duty and poiver.of 
the Lord High.Treasurer to make whatever rules he thought: necessary 
to secure that the King's treasure was thriftily spent. The War  Office 
can no 'more 'q.uesti0.n it than the under-housemaid can dispute tlie 
orders .of .the housekeeper. W e  are at last in the region of konomy, 
with' a plain obligation to get good value for the expenditure and not 
merely to limit the amount. 

One .of' the 'most' important functions of the .Treasury is 'to think 
of fbtuie years. It is very easy' to.start expenditure 'this year .which can 
be got within the compass 'of this year's Votes, 'but ,which will involve 
a great increase in years to come. For instance, an increase of numbers 
or of, rates of pay taking effect late in the year-laying .down a battle- 
ship in :?farch-a grant'of pensions which may not produce its full 
.effect for .  twenty. or. thirty years, and so on. Another 'important 
function is the co-ordination of different spending departments; for a 
concession made'to (say) the Army 'at once gives rise to claims from 
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224 FINAKCE OF THE ARMY 

the Navy and Air Force; and, in fact, the essential conditions of the 
life of the soldier and the airman are SO similar that the War Office 
and Air Ministry in administrative matters may be said to run an 
eternal three-legged race, with results. that ate ~ c ~ l o n a l l y  dimmxrt- 
ing to both parties. &netally, all forms of exPndlture which, once 
set UP, continue from year to Establishments, rates of 
Pay and pensions, mme under Jreasury control in detail, and the =me 
is true of large building senrim which, once begun, also Pledge future 
years. But otherx1- of q n d i t u e ,  such as purchase of Storea of 
all kinds, employment of temporarp tabour, and so on, Can more easily 
be limited each year on their mede, and in these regions Treasury contra! tevds to take the fom of an intens*& system of appropriation 
or limitation by watertight mmpaments .  Afar the Crimean War, 
when the Commissariat, Ordnan- and HjIitja Deptvtments had been 
pitchforked into the War Office, a ao&hg De-mt was started, 
and it with the Commissariat and O r d w  B-ts took over 
from the Army all the expenditure on m a a d ,  the scheme of 
Army Votes was remodelled on departmenu I[-. me eat Vote 
which covered practically all the expenses of the -aF&e Army 
was broken up and the expenditure reclassified, 0 w p I ~ ~ y  on the 
whole, according to its nature and not according to im PU- P ~ U O  
ing a scheme very like the Votes of 1914, which I read a t  just now. 
Parliament had made each Vote a watertight amparunant: the 
Treasury capped this by making each subhead, and in some cases 
each item, a watertight compartment, on the principle (I suppose) of 
divide ct impera, until there were some hundreds of these little corn- 
partments within the total Estimate. Thus, with contracts running for 
rifles and machine guns,  i f  the contractors sent in rather more rifles 
than was expected, and the machine guns lagged, i t  was necessary to 
get the authority of the Treasury to use the surplus (as it was quite 
wrongly called) on machine guns to pay for the extra rifles. Of course, 
all restrictions of this sort put some drag on expenditure ; and the more 
watertight compartments there are the more little balances there will 
remain unspent to go back to the Exchequer for the reduction of the 
National Debt. From a purely technical point of view, no doubt such 
bunkers add to the interest of the game, and I a m  not now advocating 
their abolition or even that of the dead stymie which the Treasury is 
now and then able to lay us;  but in  sober reality the attempt to get 
economy by. intensifying the principle of appropriation, which (as I 
have shown) is really a principle of regularity only, is not in fact 
successful. If I may here repeat words in which I have elsewhere 
spoken disrespectfully of the equator, it “belongs to a primitive level 
of. administrative thought, in which the mechanical impounding of 
casual balances takes the place that should be filled by.a vital striving 
after economy.” 

Another great weakness of Treasury control is that, being based 
on cash Estimates and pure cash accounts, it can have no grip on the 
consumption of stores. Once money has been converted inoo stores of 
any kind it disappears from view in our published accounts just as if it 

ear, such 
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FINANCE OF THE ARMY 225 

had been thrown into the sea, and for all the Treasury can tell, you can 
do what you like with the stores (except give them away or sell them) 
until !he time comes when you want more cash to replace them: But 
it is consumption that is the disea-the consumption of stores, I mean 
-while the want of cash to replace them is merely a symptom of it. 
Indeed, in these respects it may be said that Treasury control is,rather 
like eighteenth century medicine': it attacks the symptoms rather than 
the disease, and relies very largely on regular bleeding of the patient. 

And, lastly,' Treasury control generally takes the form of the War  
Oflice asking in advance for authority to do this or that. It is 
essentially control of good or bad intentions, and often has little 
application to the actual facts. I do not for an instant wish to suggest 
any analog between the Treasury and another place where it is popu- 
lady said t at great weight is placed upon intentions, but we all know 
how wide may be the difference between !he prospectus and the 
dividend warrants; and owing to the meaningless character of the 
public accounts, the Treasury has little opportunity of finding out what 
actually happens as regards economy, though the Comptroller and 
Auditor-General takes good care that it hears of any breach of 
regularity. 

in the matter of 
control is, of course, to convert the rulings of Y arliament and the 
Treasury into formal detailed re ulations for the Army and to secure 
obedience to these regulations. %his necessarily involves a very high 
degree 'of centralization in all matters of which the Treasury takes 
cognizance; and so long as Treasury control retains the character I 
have sketched, there can be .no substantial measure of decentralization 
in financial matters. But first I 
should explain the internal organization of the War  Office for financial 
purposes. The several Votes .for Supplies, Clothing, Ordnance, 
Works, and so on are administered by the Military Members of Council 
through the' Directors of these services, that is, within the limits fixed 
by regulation 'and the Parliamentary Estimates, they determine what 
expenditure is to proceed and when. To help them in this.task, each 
Military Member has attached to his department one or more branches 
of my department, the heads of which are called his financial advisers. 
They keep the necessary records of liabilities incurred and of expen- 
diture and give him their advice, for what it is worth, on the financial 
aspect of any subject under consideration, so that he may be fully 
informed before making up his mind. At the same time they see, on 
my behalf, that financial limits and regulations are observg, and that 
reference is made to superior financial authority when required. 
Where no question of regularity is concerned, the Military Member 
may follow their advice or not, as he sees fit, or he may if he desires 
consult me.before proceeding. In the preparation of the Annual 
Estimates, the Military Directors and financial advisers work together 
from the first. Then the Military Members one by one discuss and 
settle with the Parliamentary Financial Secretary of the lfrar Office 
and myself what money is necessary on each Vote for the maintenance 

Coming now to the War Office, its first dut 

I will return to this point later. 
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2 26 FINAKCE OF THE ARMY 

of the.Army in the coming year, and .what proposals for new forms of 
expenditurenew .services, as they are called-should go forward for 
final consideration. . 1 When all .this .has been 'done, and the total for 
Army. Estimates .fixed . by the . Cabinet,. the Military and Financial 
Members of Council hold a meeting .with the C.I.G.S. in the chair, at 
which the sum available. after providing. for maintenance is distributed 
over the new services in order of military.importance, subject to any 
instructions ,the Secretary. of State may see ,fit .to' give. . Then the 
Estimates, are ,put ,into Parliamentary form. and sent, Vote by, Vote to 
the 'Treasury for approval before .they &,n be 'laid before Parliament, 
The keynotes 'of'  the oiganization .are, ' a s  you see,, that there is. the 
closest. possible association between' the military and 'financial sides 
throughout. and at different 1evels.in the hierarchy, and that,'within the 
total, the mi1,itary authorities' decide the priority of different services, 
and actually .order the exijknditure after. the Votes ,are pas,sed. .Thus, 
Army finance does not -stand for. the control of the ,Military 'D,epart- 
ments of the :War Office by the Finance ,Department, but for the control 
of expenditure: by the . Army' .. . .  Council . . as a whole. 

The fact, .mentioned :just now, 'that the' Treasury and Parliament 
have little or no control over the espenditure of stores, as distinct from 
the money spent in buying !hem, makes it.all the more necessary for 
the War  Office-to exerc,ise such control. The variety and' the value 
of such stores are enormous., There, are now at least & , v : t o  100,000 
different items of. ,which ' formal ' accounts are.  kept in . quantity, and 
'rendered', to ,the. Comptroller and. Auditor;General for audit. ', . But 
except that the Comptrol1,er attaches to. his report. on. the Army Cash 
Account a'report on:thek Store Accounts, the Pnrliamentary Accounts 
contain no  trace of ..the 'existence .of .this voluminous' and complex 
Accounting, for tfie 'simple .:reason .th,at, .'unless you reduce this vast 
variety of things to  the, .least common deno'minator of money,. you 
:cannot condense. the. {ransactions .into a form which .any mind can 
grasp.. A t  the present time, with the enormous stocks over from the 
War,. we could live riotously. for ears, .and yet, because we should not 

strictest: economy. But,. in fact, the War  Office gives itself infinite 
trouble about all these things. ' .Not 'only. are they strictly accounted 
for while.'in store, but after'issue to the troops they are accounted for 
again .in. Supply Accounts, Barrack Expense Accounts, Equipment 
Accounts, ' and .I know not 'what' othei accounts of the same type ; 'and 
there are. regulations laying down in minutest detail everything. that a 
battery, of 'artillery may hold, from its 'guns, carriages and harness 
down to So many ounces of pins, 'mixed ;.what beef, bread, sugar, etc., 
each man may.have, s6much hay and corn ,for each horse, so'.much 
practice ammunition for each kind of,unit, sg many. buckles, rivets and 
scraps of leather for the 'repair. o f .  hainess' and saddlery, .and so on: 
.And my officers not only audit all these .accounts but periodically, test 
them, by counting.'or weighing the articles actually. :in possession, and 
see that the responsible officer is called over the' cbals by, his military 
superiors if. anything is .missing. But, for..all this,' the greater part of 

be buying, we'should'appear to 3 arliament to wear the white flower of 
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the consumption of stores cannot be really regulated in this detailed 
way, and though we have done our best on this plan, one can feel little 
confidence in the reality of the control when once things leave the 
st ore house. 

To sum up, then, we had under the perfected Gladstonian 
system :- 

Purliamcniary Control, which, escept for control of policy and 
discussion of the points taken by the Comptroller and Auditor-General 
a year or  more after the event, has remained almost purely formal, 
giving limitation of espenditure by appropriation, without any refer- 
ence to economy of administration. 

Treasury COnt7d, highly effective as regards establishments and 
personal emoluments, at the cost of complete centralization; and in 
other matters limited to cash expenditure and directed to intensified 
appropriation by watertight compartments rather than to economy. 

lVa7 Office Conlrol, necessarily determined in form by the superior 
controls to which it has to  conform, but striving to replace appropria- 
tion by a live financial criticism of administration in dail working, 

Just one word about the human being at  the other end of the chain : 
the Army officer to whose actions all these controls are addressed. 
What  of him? Well, for the most part he is happily unconscious of 
any intelligible meaning in the whole business. H e  learns his regula- 
tions and accepts with what philosophy he may the daily torrent of 
fresh instructions that are always making them obsolete; but so far as  
any sense of intelligent co-operation in the distant result is concerned, 
his position may best be described as that of a gunner carrying 
ammunition to a long-range gun of which he does not understand the 
mechanism, firing out of a deep gun-pit into the dark. 

The dominant characteristic of the whole scheme, outside the W a r  
Office and to a large estent inside it, too, is an attempt to get economy 
out of a machinery constructed for regularity only. 

More than a century ago, in the infancy of steam, a Cornishman 
called Trevithick constructed a pumping engine for mines, the most 
obvious feature of which was an  oscillating beam by which the motion 
of the piston was communicated to the pump. It was simple, cheap, 
durable and so successful that Trevithick engines were in use compara- 
tively recently if they are no longer to be seen to-day. Mounted on a 
trolly, with the addition of a simple gearing, such an engine' was c a p  
able of producing locomotion, after a fashion, and I believe that in fact 
one of the early locomotives was something of that type. One cannot 
help reflecting that, had our railwa s been nationalized from the begin- 

our trains t d a y .  In the realm of financial machinery it is this beam 
of detailed appropriation that I would see removed from the Parlia- 
mentary and Treasury eye. 

In  the Great W a r  there were in reality no Army Estimates, though 
for the sake of regularity the Parliamentary squad was put through the 
motions of the manual exercise (as an old-fashioned drill-sergeant might 

FISANCE OF THE ARMY 

and doing its imperfect best to control stores as  well as cas II 1. 

ning, Trevithick's beam might stil r be visible in the engines that draw 
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228 FISANCE OF THE ARMY 

say) by being made solemnly to vote A;I,OOO under each of the fifteen 
Army Votes. There could be no better demonstration of the depth of 
formalism to which Parliamentary control has sunk. The real voting 
took the form of Votes of Credit, for hundreds of millions at a time, 
which were not even appropriated to Army, Navy or Civil purposes, 
but were drawn upon indiscriminately by all alike. As there were no 
Estimates, there could be no control by appropriation, and it may be 
said that the War  blew the beam of Trevithick’s engine to smithereens, 
and the whole thing clattered down on the scrap heap. Those of us, 
soldiers and civilians, who tackled the job of attempting to control the 
expenditure of the War, went into that fight with no weapons and with 
hardly even a stick in our naked hands. 

Pondering in advance on the problems of after-war reconstruction, 
I asked myself whether we could not leave Trevithick on the scrap 
heap and construct something on more modern lines; and I took the 
opportunity of laying a comprehensive scheme of modernized control 
before the National Expenditure Committee of 1917, which, after con- 
sulting eminent professional accountants, approved the scheme and 
recommended it for adoption in the public service generally and in the 
War Office to bcgin with. Apart from some suggested changes in 
Parliamentary procedure on Estimates, which have not so far been 
adopted, the basic principle was to abandon the attempt to control by 
nests of watertight compartments of cash and substituie control by units 
of cost. Instead of classifyin the expenditure in estimates and 

ings, you classify it by objects or purposes which present some mean- . In this way you get all the items that go ing that the mind can 
to make up the cost o a cavalry regiment-pay, food, horses, forage, 
clothing, barracks, and the rest-brought together in one account, 
which gives you the cost of the regiment. In another account you get 
the cost of (say) a mechanical transport company, and thus arrive at 
the cost per ton-mile of the work it does, and so on. By this plan you 
can compare the cost of similar units one with another and see who is 
running his business economically or extravagantly ; or, again, you 
can see at  a glance from the estimates or accounts what it is costing to 
garrison a particular area, so that the Ministers or Members of Parlia- 
ment who have to hold the balance true between the British taxpayer 
who gives, and the Arab, Turk, Zionist or Egyptian who receives, may 
at all events know by how much in terms of cash the giver is the more 
blessed. The figures in the Estimates and Accounts, in fact, begin to 
have a real meaning, and to throw a very penetrating l i  ht on the 
merits of the policy as well as the administration that lies be f ind them ; 
and this light-much of which is almost as new to the War Office as to 
the Treasury. or Parliament-promises to be of the greatest value 
towards a really rational control of expenditure. 

Of course, this system requires something better than the archaic 
accountancy of the past. If you are going to show the cost of any- 
thing, you cannot suppress all mention of your debts at the end of the 
year and show only your actual’cash payments. You cannot leave out 

accounts by formal subjects or c 7 asses, such as pay, food, fuel, build- 

$-rasp 
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FINANCE OF THE ARMY 229 

of your accounts entirely the value of the stores and materials of all 
kinds ou consume but do not pay, for within the year; and you cannot 
draw E alf a million’s worth of stationery from another public depart- 
ment, use it up, and never even ask.what it cost. I will not trouble 
you with account technicalities, but for reasons such as these we had to 
face a considerable development of accounting, and we found it neces- 
sary, before starting the new plan, to get together a small corps of 
skilled accountants to do this technical work. That done, we started 
on the 1st of April, 19x9, ond the completed accounts for the year 
191gzo are now in the press for .publication. 

In this new form of Estimates and Accounts there is only one 
Vote for the Army, showing the total cash to be included in the Budget. 
There is, therefore, no formal appropriation within this total, but the 
Estimates set out seven heads, covering not only the cash payments of 
the year, but all the items that go to make up cost. The seven heads 
are: I ,  Maintenance of the Standing Army, including not only pay 
and allowances, but clothing, horses, accommodation, stores, travelling, 
etc.; 2, Territorial and Reserve Forces; 3, Workint  Expenses of 
Educational Establishments, Hospitals, Store Depots, actories, etc. ; 
4, War Office and Command Staffs; 5 ,  Capital Accounts, including 
New Buildings, Land, and Stock Accounts of all sorts; 6, Terminal 
and Miscellaneous Charges; and 7, Pensions. Under each of these 
main heads there are subheads for the various units and estoblish- 
ments concerned, each working as far as possible to some appropriate 
unit of cost, such as a regiment, battalion or battery under head I, 
the patient-day in a hospital, ton-mile in a transport unit, ton handled 
in a store depot, student-day at an educational establishment, and so 
on. Also under head I the units of the Army are grouped geographic- 
ally so as to show the cost of the forces at Home, in Mesopotamia or in 
any other area. And the Accounts follow the arrangements of the 
Estimates. 

But the great innovation is this-that whereas formerly there was 
practically only the one cash account at the War  Office, which .nobody 
in a Command ever saw until i t  was presented to Parliament, and which 
even then had no meaning whatever for any particular Command, 
there is now an actual account made up month by month for every unit 
and establishment under the eyes of its Commanding Officer. From 
these accounts a combined account is built up under the eyes of the 
Administrative General in each Command, and from the Command 
Accounts is built up the total account at the War  Office. Everybody 
has, therefore, at his elbow an account showing just what is being 
spent under his charge and.respnsibility, and how the units of cost 
are coming out  month by month. 

Having got that into working oider, our next aim is to get by 
means of it a system of real responsibility for expenditure in the shape 
of cost-results, all down the line, and then to simplify regulations. 
about details, give a man a reasonable degree of freedom, hold him to 
the results, and judge him by them. Then we shall be in the way to 
accomplish the ideal of all Army administrative reformers for the last 
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230 FIXAh'CE OF THE ARMY 

twenty-five years-a real measure of financial decentralization without 
producing financial irresponsibility. Repeated attempts to do this 
under the old system failed ; because the man at the centre, responsible 
to Parliament and the Treasury for the correct appropriation of 
expenditure in each of hundreds of watertight compartments, could not 
possibly give the man at  the circumference a really free hand so long as 
he had no means of knowing what use that particular man was making 
of his freedom. And in time of war the machinery of control of expen- 
diture at Home will continue to function without collapsing because 
there are no Parliamentary Estimates. 

There is a lot of work still to be done before we attain this ideal, 
because nobody in the Army has as yet any experience of administer- 
ing by actual results instead of by regulations and intentions; but a 
Committee is now sitting under the chairmanship of Sir  Travers 
Clarke, who has throughout been a keen supporter of these develop 
ments, to consider the reform of the administrative machinery in these 
respects, and I hope this will lead to a considerable simplification in 
regulations, the scrapping of some useless accounts, the establishment 
of effective responsibility, a natural selection of the fittest among 
administrators, and finally a real economy in Army expenditure, by 
which I mean the production of a given military strength for a smaller 
sum of money. All that sounds a good deal to expect from a changed 
system of handling figures, but I am already constantly getting 
evidence of a new attitude to economy in the Army. Officers in every 
sort of position, when shown their expenditure and the results obtained 
for it measured side by side, are cutting down superfluous expenses, 
LIO a week here and jC;xoo a month there, not in reluctant obedience to 
orders but gladly of their own initiative. I do not mean that the new 

limits itself to small savings like these, though the sum 
liccounti total of "a t em will be very considerable. In ' the  hands of superior 
authority it is an  engine of very great power; but these are the 
economies volunteered b those in charge of minor establishments 
beyond the ken of the G a r  Office. And they are pure gain. Any 
ill-informed person can come along and say " reduce the Army by so 
many men." i f  that is done in consequence of a change of national 
policy which reduces our military commitments, it is economy; but if 
not, i t  may be following the lead of the young man who vowed on the 
1st of January that he would economize and henceforth spend no more 
on food than he was able to spare from whisky and cigarettes. 
Administration is the art of carrying through your policy without over- 
taxing your resources, and it is our first duty as  administrators to see 
that no stone of economy is left unturned, before we sell the Army unit 
by unit and man by man to pay the interest on our debts. 

It is said in some quarters that the nation cannot now afford this 
elaboration of accounts. The criticism is misconceived. The accounts 
are such as business firms keep for no other reason than that i t  pays to 
do so, and nothing in my esperience leads me to suppose that Govern- 
ment espenditure stands in less need of such checks than business 
cspenditure. The  adoption of cost accounting in the large number of 
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FINANCE OF THE ARMY 231 

Auxiliary Hospitals that were opened during the War  was compietely 
successful, and enabled us, with a n  almost completely decentralized 
system, to make savings of public expenditure running into millions. 
It is to me a first principle that accounts that do not pay for their keep- 
ing should go. The cost of the new department that keeps these 
accounts works out for the current year a t  3 per.cent. of the expen- 
diture it handles. There is =me little additional work thrown upon 
other departments of the Army, at a cost not easy to ascertain. But 
if the change does not save many times this percentage of the expen- 
diture I shall be ready to admit failure. On that score I have no fear, 
because, to use a favourite word at the present day, we are getting the 
system of control into accord with psychology, and that is the sure 
foundation of success. \\re are appealing to -one of the strongest 
motives of conduct in men of any practical ability-the pleasure of con- 
triving something visible, even if it be only an economy. 

Treat the Army officer as a 
rational being. Let him see the result of his actions; encourage him 
to measure himself against some other man who is doing the same job, 
or against his own past record. Instead of leaving him in the dark 
about the cost of things and ordering him to see that they are dealt 
with strictly in accordance with paragraph 637 of the Regulations for 
Red Tape Services, as amended by Army Order 234 of 19x7 and Army 
Council Instruction 3570 of 1920, let him know what things cost and 
invite him to co-oprate with you in a sensible economy of the nation’s 
wealth. ’ Do this, because the letter killeth, but the spirit maketh alive. 
Do this, and after a long official life spent (or, as some of you may 
think, misspent) in’ criticizing the extravagances of generations of 
Army officers, .I say, with complete confidence, that they will not fail 
to respond to your appeal, ‘:being neither children nor gods, but men 
in a world of men.” 

DISCUSSION. 
LIRUr.-COLONEL R. DAUBESY; C.B.E.: My Lord, S i r  Charles Harris, and 

Gentlemen, it i s  with some hesitation that I rise to speak after our distinguished 
lecturer, who is my own ultimate Departmental Chief at the War  Office. Howbeit 
i t  i s  with no idea of criticism a t  all that  I venture to make a few remarks, if I may 
be permitted to d o  so. I t  would indeed te a bold man who would argue with the 
lecturer on Army finance; it would require the bravery of horse, foot, artillery and 
the Royal Air Force, too. I think the.lecture has  shown us what a n  extremely 
interesting study Army financc may be.: The whole mighty structure and organiza- 
tion of the British Army is ultimately to enable Mr. Thomas Atkins to put  his 
bayonet through the vitals of his country’s enemies, and Army finance, though its 
conncction may not a t  once seem clear to you, really plays a very important part 
in  that laudable function. Mr. Fortescuc, in his wonderful history of the British 
Army, tells us  that the Duke of IVellington wrote just over one hundred years ago : 
” T h e  British soldier always fights well, but the influence of regular pay is seriously 
felt on thcir conduct, their health, and their efficiency.’’ At that period a very small 
proportion of the troops had families a t  home. .During the late War this dictum 
w a s  exemplified to a far greater degree. I t  may be said that  tKe happiness of many, 
many thousands of familics depended upon the prompt way in which they. received 

This’ is my profession of faith. 
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232 FIXANCE OF THE ARMY 

the separation allowances voted to them by Parliament, and the soldiers themselves 
were strengthened in the performance of their arduous duties under unexampled 
difficulties by the practically sure knowledge that their families were being properly 
looked after a t  home. We know also that the final debacle of our enemies was, to 
a considerable extent, caused by the discontent a t  their home front, and the constant 
complaints received by soldiers from their wives and dependents very seriously 
affected their efficiency. For the most part the families in our own homes were 
contented with the substantial allowances they drew regularly each week at the 
post offices, and thousands of letters to the Front testified to this satisfaction. I 
had the privilege, as Regimental Paymaster of the Labour Corps, of keeping some 
8oo,000 accounts, nearly @o,ooo of them being for wives and dependents, and so I 
was brought very closely in touch with thcir p i n t  of view. My Office and I were 
pretty freely abused, but even the Paymaster was thanked sometimes, and I once 
received a splendid bundle of asparagus from a good lady in Waks. The Cost 
Accounting Branch was not in existence then, or I might have had difficulty in 
costing this recejpt. I can, however, assure you that it was duly appropriated " 
and appreciated. Another good lady-or perhaps the word " good " is hardly suit- 
able-sent me a photo of the latest arrival. As, however, it came out later on that 
the lady's lawful spouse had not been home to attend to hie domestic duties for 
quite a lengthy period, the photo could not be aciepted as a " voucher " for incrcnse 
of allowance. Sir Charles Ilarris has not, perhaps, brought out to the fullest 
extent the great pa -e r s  he possesses as  Accounting Officer of the Army. His 
powers in this respect are far greater than those of the Accounting Officer of any 
other department, even greater than those of the AccountantGeneral of the Navy. 
If as  Accounting Officer he does not approve of any payment, no matter on what 
account, he cannot be forced to make such payment except with the written authority 
of the Secretary of State for War given in writing. Not even the full powers of 
the Army Council assembled in their dignity, or whatever else this august body 
assembles in, can force our lecturer to make a payment unless he has had, as 
already stated, the written authority of the Secretary of State for War himself. If 
the charge is then questioned by the Auditor-General or the Public Accounts Com- 
mittee, the Secretary of State may find the sum a personal charge against him. 
No doubt Sir Charles has a very comfortable armchair a t  the War Office, but 
occasionally he has to vacate this and give evidence before the Public Accounts 
Committee, a most important assembly, the importance of which is perhaps not 
known to very many of the general public. Parliament has always been very 
jealous of its powers over the public purse, but owing to the many varied forms of 
expenditure of which it is the grantor it has to delegate the more immediate control 
to a committee composed of a comparatively small number of persons who have 
shown particular' interest in the financial affairs of the country. This inquest into 
expenditure and appropriations in aid occurs after the actual expmditure, but is 
none the less thorough for that, and the recommendations of the committee, after 
presentation to Parliament, have almost the force of law, and the wishes of the 
committee are 'almost invariably carried out. I t  is guided by an  important 
functionary-the Comptroller and Auditor-General-who is mponsible to Parlia- 
ment alone. The  wonderful manner in which Sir Charles H a m s  faces this zealous 
committee, and provides it with the information r e q u i d  without delay, has been a 
source of wonder to many of those associated with A m y  finance. Probably no 
man living has accounted for so much public money as  Sir Charla Harris, and 
certainly no man has accounted for money within arch a short time of its actual 
expenditure. I t  was not so very long ago that miltions of pounds of public money 
spent were not accounted for till many years after t h y  had been actually e x p d e d ,  
and m s q u m t l y  to bring home financial imgularitks to any individual' was a 
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233 FINANCE OF THE ARMY 

remote possibility. In conclusion, may I suggest the following words of 
Bolingbroke as suitable for all those employed in dealing with Army finance: 
" Doubt is the key of knowledge. He who never doubts never examines; he who 
never examines never discovers; he who nevcr discovers anything is blind, and will 
remain so." 

MAJOR-GENERAL S. S. LONG: 1 a m  sure we all congratulate and thank the 
lecturer for his very ablc address, but when he spoke about the Army officer as 
somebody who took no notice whatsoever of economy, as he did in a portion of his 
lecture, I think he  was uttering an unmerited slander on officers of the Army. 
Speaking as a n  officer who has spent thirty-seven years of his life in the Army, I 
think I can claim, as I do, on behalf of every officer that I have ever come across, 
that a more economical body of public servants is certainly not to be found in the 
Civil Service. To be told that wc are very ignorant is certainly not borne out when 
we turn to what Army oficcrs have done in commercc. \Ve find Army officers on 
the Boards of the great banks; we  find them on the Boards of some of the greatest 
of our commercial concerns; and I further suggest that we do not find other gcntle- 
men of the Civil Service in similar capacities. The  Army officer has been attacked 
by Sir Charles Harris a s  not paying attention to economy. I claim that he has. 
I claim that so far a s  the service of the country is concerned the Army officer has 
been one of the greatest assets that the country has ever possessed, either in regard 
to economy or in regard to the protection of the public money. This is B matter 
that intimately concerns us all. We are  told that finance is of great importance. 
I agree that it is of the utmost importance, but is the finance of the country being 
administered in the right way? If you look a t  a commercial concern you will find 
that the heads of that concern, the directors, are their own financial advisers, 
obviously because they know every detail of the business., On the other hand, in 
the Government Service the details of the business a r e  not known by the financial 
advisers. So far as the military side is concerned, they have not any military know- 
ledge, otherwise they would be made commandersin-chief or whatever it may be. 
Obviously the only way in which you can get real financial ,control in the Army is 
by the appointment of officers to take charge of financial matters. We have a t  
the present time a man who is a great banker, who yesterday was a military or  
naval officer, because he understands what he is talking about. At the present 
time we have financial conkol in the Army by a body of gentlemen who have no 
knowledge of military matters. I cannot give you a better example than this: 
During the height of the war, when we were fighting for our existence, certain 
gcntlemen prepared a most able Minute on the way to run the War, under which 
the whole of the auxiliary transport out in France would have been done away with, 
because they said they could not see any necessity for it. That  was handed in to 
the Prime Minister, Mr. Asquith, and the military experts had a large amount of 
their valuable time taken up writing treatises on military operations, showing that 
a forward movement would be impossible without the auxiliary transport. In that 
case financial experts gave advice on military matters, as they do today. I main- 
tain that if you want propcr financial control in any Government Department you 
should appoint people a t  the head who have knowledge of that business through 
training in the business. I t  is impossible to get proper financial control by appoint- 
ing outside gentlemen, however highly they may be educated. Financial control in 
any commercial conccm, whose main business, after all, is the earning of dividends, 
could not be maintained except by those means: 

SIR GODFREY COLLISS, M.P.: If I understood Sir Charles H a m s  correctly, I 
do not think he intended, either directly or indirectly, to  make any unkind reference 
to  the soldier and. thc British officer. If I understood him correctly, the new form 
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234 FINAXCE OF THE ARMY 

of Estimates will place in the hands of the regimental officer information which will 
enable him to take a more direct and lively interest i n  the good working of his 
regiment, and I a m  here this afternoon to pay my testimony and to express my 
deep sense of gratitude to our lecturer for the work he has  done in that respect, not 
only in connection with his lecture this afternoon but for the vast amount of spade 
work he has done in connection with Army finance, esplecially during the last three 
vears. I am convinced myself that in the stringent days which are ahead of the 
nation any great Department of State, whether it be the W a r  Office, the Admiralty, 
or any other department, which can convince thc public that they are securing 20s. 

worth of work and value for every 20s. of public money that is spent will get their 
money more readily voted by the House of Commons. The new form of accounts, 
which has  already been presented by the War Office to the House of Commons, 
places in the hands of members for the first time intelligent information regarding 
the Army, and by giving the House of Commons information you will more readily, 
I believe, get the House of Commons to vote the necessary money. All those, in 
any walk of life, who object to information k i n g  classified and presented in  a n  
intelligent form are generally the least efficient. Efficiency always welcomes 
inquiry, investigation, and correct facts, and if the W a r  Office lead the way, as they 
have done, in the presentation of new forms of accounts which Sir Charles and 
the Military Members as well, have carried into effect, the new forms of accounts 
will be adopted by every great Department of State. T h e  Admiralty and 0th- 
Departments will be forced to come into line, and in that way present to the House 
OT Commons, and through them to the taxpayer, direct and  clear knowledge as to 
how their money is  being spent. 1 have great pleasure i n  testifying to and showing 
my appreciation of the work which Sir  Charles Harris has done. 

THE RIGHT HON. F. D. ACLAND, M.P. : I hope it will not go out of this room 
that  Sir Charles Harris made what any person could really justifiably consider a n  
attack on A m y  officers. I think his whole point was that under the previous 
system of finance it was really impossible for the officer to be what he wishes to 
be-anything like a n  efficient instrument of economy or financial control. If one 
has  even the dimmest contact with or knowledge of the old system one knows that 
it was almost impossible for the officer to know what the cost was of what he was 
doing. If he does not know what the cost is  of what he is doing, and what 
alternative methods of doing the same thing will cost, and what economy there 
may be from doing the same thing in  another way, i t  i s  quite impossible for him, 
with the best will in  the world, to help towards real economy in the Army. I think 
there is this also to be said. I have been connected with the War Ofice, and I 
should like, if I may, to ask the lecturer a question. I should like to know whether 
he ever knew of any instance of a man being promoted because he was economical 
cr of a man being refused promotion because he was extravagant? The system 
did not admit of real etiective praise or blame being awarded on account of assist- 
ance to economy or the reverse, and therefore it was very difficult, I think, to 
blame the Army officer if, owing to his limitations, he  was not really as efficient 
a n  instrument as he might have been in that direction. I think the whole purpose 
of  the lecturer in writing his lecture was to pin his faith to the ordinary regimental 
and other officer as the most efficient instrument of Army economy, if only he was 
given for the first time a real live interest in the accounts that he was handling 
and the expenditure for which he was responsible. The only other question I 
should like to ask the lecturer is this (I a m  afraid I a m  pulling his leg a little bit) : 
Does the new system of Estimates tend a t  all to produce Excess Votes? 

MAJOR G. E. A. CRANET, D.S.O., M.C., R.A.: I think Sir Charles Harris i s  
right in insinuating that Army officers, a t  any rate during the War, did not have 
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235 FINANCE OF THE ARMY 

a n y  great interest in reducing unnecessary expenditure. I know that at that time 
the  absence of.any sort of check on stores in the fighting units certainly led to a 
feeling that no expenditure mattered, and that there was I’ lob more w h m  that 
comes from.” This new system of cost accounting is the surest method, I think. 
of combating that feeling now that we have come back to peace and must cut down 
our expenditure. Sir Charles mentioned the red tape regulations,’ paragraph so- 
and-so. I might suggest that they require a certain amount of amendment and 
improvcment. The separation alloa-ances during the War  were mentioned, and 
they were certainly most generous, and now that we have come back to times of 
peace I think the allowances should be sufficient to prooide in kind the things that 
they are allowed for. For instance, take the lodging allowance; a battery sergeant- 
major’s lodging allowance is, I bclicve, 9s. .Id. a week, if he is living away from 
barracks and has no quarters. If he is in quarters he is very well off; if he lives 
away from barracks he gets only gs. Id. a wcek, and for that sum I.know that in 
a certain town in the north of England it is perfectly impossible for a warrant 
officer to find accommodation for himself and his family such a s  he would have in 
barracks. Then take the case of the officer and his scrvant allowance. An officer 
gets a servant; sometimes he gets two if he is a mounted officer. If he goes to 
take up a Territorial appointment, in lieu of his two servants he gets a servant 
allowance of zs. a day; and I defy anybody to produce even a small portion of ‘a 
civilian servant a t  3s. a day. 

SIR CHARLES I i A R R I S ,  G.B.E.: I should like to make one o r  two remarks in 
reply to the points that have been raised. I am afraid I must have expressed 
mFself very impcrfectly on the subject of the attitude of officers of the A m y  to 
economy generally. What I tried to say, and what I hoped I had succeeded in 
saying, was that officers as well as civilians threw themselves into the job of con- 
trolling expenditure during the Great War, but they found themselves deprived of 
a n y  decent machinwy for doing so, and practically had to go into it with their bare 
hands. Another point that was raiscd by Mr. Acland is closely associated with 
that. He asked me whether I ever knew of a case where B man was promoted for 
economy or passed over for the rcvcrsc quality. I think the answer is “No”; I can- 

mot say that I know of any case, except in my own Dcpartmcnt, the Pay Dcpartment, 
whcre a man was definitely promoted because of economical results. I think i t  is 
easy to give a t  least one important reason for that, namely, that in default of any 
system of accounts which shows what a man is doing in the way of economy, in 
default of anything that can be pointed to, the whole thing simply becomes a matter 
of opinion, and  such a matter of opinion in the Army would very closely allied 
to  rumours of favouritism. When you can point to an  account properly drawn up, 
and audited by the Comptrollcr and Auditor-General, and say : ‘ I  Colonel Joncs did 
that. We promote him or the reverse,” you will, a t  any rate, have something to 
go on which is a solid reason for the action you take. Remarks have been made 
with regard to the inadcquacy of certain allowances. That is a fascinating subject, 
and it falls within the sphere allotted in this paper to Treasury control; but, if 1 
may say so, it falls entirely outside the purview of this discussion. Finally, Mr. 
Acland asked me one difficult question-whether the new systcm of Accounts and 
Estimates tended to produce Excess Votes. In reply to that, I can only say that if 
hc had not recently deserted and laid down the office of Chairman of the Public 
Accounts Committee, he would havc had thc opportunity of listening to me on 
that point yesterday in I‘ another place.” 

THE CHAIRMAN: As the hour is late I rise to say a few words of thanks to 
Si r  Charles Harris for his most brilliant paper. Perhaps I may say I have a little 
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236 FINANCE OF THE ARMY 

personal acquaintance with the question of whether officers are promokd or not for 
economy, because as a Territorial officer a t  the beginning of the War I made a n  
attempt a t  economy by refusing tG pay certain charges which I thought were not 
payable under the Regulations. I refused to mect some rather greedy demandr of 
some civilians in the neighbourhood, and I received the severest rebuke from Hend- 
quarters that I think I have ever reccived, for attempting to dioturb the civil popu- 
lation. I need hardly say that I refused to pay, and 1 certainly was not promoted 
for that eKort. I entirely agree with what other speakers have said in regard to 
thc lecture this afternoon. The efiect made upon my mind by Sir  Charles Harris’s 
lecture was that officers in the Army, whatcvcr their natural genius for economy 
might be, had not had the opportunity under the previous system of exercising their 
proclivities, but now they will be able to do SO. May I remind my audience in this 
connection that only recently a School of Military Administration has been opened 
at Chiseldon, in  Wiltshire, which docs givc definite instruction on these matters 
and on commercial matters to those officcrs of the Army who are able to attend? 
I can only say, in conclusion, that I a m  most grateful, and I am sure all the 
audience are equally grateful to Sir  Charles Harris for the deeply interesting review 
he has given us of Army finance. To my mind his account of the new system was 
n most triumphant vindication of it, and I was excedingly interested to hear from 
two gentlemen so well qualified to speak of Parliamentary finance that they 
thought that it would cnablc the Iiouse of Commons to exercise a greater degree of 
criticism and be morc ablc to enforce economy, which they admitted had not been 
possible previously under the existing system of Army accounts. Sir  Charles, 1 
thank you very much indeed, on behalf of the audience, for your most valuable and 
brilliant lecture. 
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